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INDOOR POLLUTION



THIS IS A STORY ABOUT INDOOR POLLUTION – AND WHY…
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* Ozone is “The only pollutant associated with 
an additional decline in lung function…” 

CNN Health Aug. 14/2019

IS THE 
SAME AS

SITTING IN A BAD 
OFFICE FOR 10 YEARS

SMOKING A PACK A DAY 
FOR 29 YEARS*

This is a story about the #1 killer – Ozone!

“Ozone is not only killing people, it’s 
causing tens of millions of people to 
get sick each day”. 

New York Times – Coral Davenport 
“Obama to introduce sweeping controls 

aimed at ozone” – Nov. 25/2014

Resistance lowered indoors results in higher 
reaction rates outdoors. 

Canadian Centre for Health & Safety



THIS IS A STORY ABOUT COPIERS AND OZONE…
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I.e. Old Technology Copiers that release O3*… Ozone

*”30,000 Canadians will be newly diagnosed 
with lung cancer every year.”

I.e. Ozone 
That eats away at our lung capacity  
I.e. Ozone 
That converts paper dust (wood) into 
airborne carcinogens that cause lung 
cancers.

And if you didn’t know

The key point to note!



THIS IS A STORY ABOUT CHEATS
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Cheats like VW  
who misled us about  

their emissions

Special Note 
As EPA test have shown – old technology copiers release 16-33 

times more ozone than our industry claims. 
EPA Project Summary – EPA / 600  SR-95 / 045 – June 1995

Cheats like Xerox Corp.  
who mislead us by; 

I.e. Cheats 
• Who have paid out 
     $33 Billion in fines 
• Whose execs are in  
     (or soon will be ) in jail

Stating that “it (ozone) rapidly reverts back to oxygen” 
Implying that “the half life of ozone is 5 minutes or less” 
Implying that we can smell it at low concentrations 
Implying that its remanufactured products are “new models”

- FALSE 
- FALSE 
- FALSE 
- FALSE

The true “half life” of ozone is 3 days at 20°C 
“People who were exposed to just 3 PPB more ozone over 
10 years (e.g. – at work) face the same risk of emphysema 

as a person who smokes a pack a day for 29 years.” – 
  

Environmental Justice 
Yessenia Funes – Aug. 14/2019 – 12:55PM 



THE TRUTH
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Huge political forces are at play to distort and downplay 
the truth about air pollution

EPA ozone designations raise concerns of political influence 
           Gavin Bade – May 1/2018

Britain to ban diesel  
cars by 2040.

Obama closed them. 
Trump is opening them. 

Environmentalists are fighting.

Some vendors have fixed the 
problem but……... 

… None however are talking.

CARS COAL PLANTS COPIERS
Basically, we have 4 problems

Including on March 16/2016 one to… 
• Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada / Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) 
• Katie Telford, Chief of Staff / Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) 
• Gerald Butts, Principal Secretary / Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) 

Xerox of Canada Lobbyists made almost 100 visits  
in the middle of a major tender 

And Lobbyists – like the Xerox ones who made 100 calls pre & mid tender



THE LIES

Xerox says: 
     “For typical offices, the “half-life” of ozone is 5 minutes or less.” 

              -Facts About Ozone Document

SORRY! 
Ozone did not travel from the Fort 

McMurray fire to “kill people”*  
in Connecticut in minutes
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*Paul Makar 
Sr. Scientist – Environment Canada

 Ft. McMurray fires cause air pollution spike on other side of continent  
-CBC News Margo McDiarmid – Sept. 26/2017

THERE WILL BE A DAY OF RECKONING 
Ask Bayer (Monsanto) and Johnson & Johnson



TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 10, 2019

The summer of 2005 saw 48 smog days. But since 2014, Toronto has only had 
one. What’s going on? And will it last?

THE COVER UP

“Ontario hasn’t seen 
a resurgence in 
smog, but ozone 
concentrations have 
stayed stubbornly 
unchanged. 
Scientists say it could 
be related to climate 
change.” 

-September 10, 2019
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“Pollution” and “Smog” are code words for what 
really kills us – Sorry folks – it’s Ozone!

This important message 
was buried on page 8…
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THE FACTS!

 Three elements make up air pollution 
Only one of which will kill you! 

   
1. Ground Level Ozone (O3) 
2. Fine Particulate (PM2.5) 
3. Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

We Repeat 

“Ozone is not only killing people, it’s causing tens of 
millions of people to get sick each day.”

New York Times -– Coral Davenport Nov. 25/2014 
“Obama to introduce sweeping new controls aimed at ozone” 

Sorry folks – Republicans in congress shut him down.

Add sun 
and they call it 

“SMOG”

Ontario’s Air Quality Health Index (AQHI) updated 
June 24/2015 by Dr. Eric Hoskins, Minister of Health



OK - WHY IS O3 A PROBLEM BY ITSELF?
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Ozone kills lung cells 
               Which
Emit enzymes as they die 
               Which 

Trigger histamine production 
                     Which 

Raises blood pressure 

RESULTING IN:   EMPHYSEMA 
     And  
ASTHMA       

HEART ATTACKS
Up to 3 days after 
a bigger exposure

After years of 
very small 
exposures



SO WHY BE CONCERNED WITH CARS AND COAL PLANTS?
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Cars and Coal Plants create NO2

NO2 + SUNLIGHT = O3

V.W. has paid out $33B for lying about 
their emissions. 

Read on to learn why copiers (old 
technology copiers) shorten lives too.

O3 then attacks PM2.5 (car exhaust) creating carcinogens!



AND WHY IS PAPER DUST (IN THE PRESENCE OF O3) 
OUR #1 PROBLEM?
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O3 attacks PM 2.5’s (car exhaust and paper dust) which 

creates carcinogens… which cause lung cancers. 
Ozone’s Impact on Public Health:  

Contributions from indoor exposures to  
ozone and products of ozone – initiated chemistry. 

-Charles S. Weschler

1 in 4  
Canadians  

will die of cancer
And why are old technology copiers that release O3 a problem? 
Paper dust (wood) from old technology copiers tops the list of elements that 
can be converted to airborne carcinogens if O3 is present. 

                     -Weschler
Environmental Health perspectives 2006 Oct; 114 (10): 1489-1996 
Ozone’s impact on public health; contributions from indoor exposure and 
product of ozone – initiated chemistry



AND IF YOU DIDN’T KNOW 
OZONE IS ALSO WHAT MAKES US OLD!
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“People who were exposed to just 3 PPB more ozone over 10 years face 
the same risk for emphysema as a person who smokes a pack a day for 
29 years”. 

                     -Environmental Justice 
Yessenia Funes – Aug. 14/2019 12:55pm

“The strongest association between a pollutant and emphysema was 
seen with exposure to ozone…” 
“Which was the only pollutant associated with an additional decline in 
lung function”. 

Read on please… 
    Learn why we are more at risk indoor then out!

-CNN 
Kate Hunt & Jen Christensen – Wed. Aug. 14/2019 



BUT… ONTARIO’S DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR SAYS 
WE’RE SAFE AT 200µg/m3 

 
  0.1PPM = 100PPB = 200µg/m3 
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SORRY !
The World Health notes “significant increases in mortality” at…     50µg/m3 
The American Lung Assoc. sued the EPA citing increased mortality at…   30µg/m3 
David Suzuki says – “There is no safe level”…         0µg/m3

“People who were exposed to just 3 parts per billion (i.e. 6µg/m3) more ozone 
over 10 years face the same risk for emphysema as a person who smokes a 
pack of cigarettes a day for 29 years.”

Environmental Justice 
-Yessenia Funes Wed. Aug. 14/2019 
“ Even low levels of air pollution can damage…”

And the latest!



AND WHY ARE WE MORE AT RISK INDOORS?

When we spend 90% of our time 
indoors - even small amounts of 
ozone will steal lung capacity.
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Answer  
It’s not concentration 

It’s concentration X duration
Haber’s Law

DO THE MATH!

1 hour stuck in traffic 
@ 80µg/m3 

 = 80µg/m3 Exposure

8 hours in an office 
@ 20µg/m3  

= 160µg/m3 Exposure



AND WHY ARE OLD TECHNOLOGY COPIERS  
A REAL PROBLEM?
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Old Technology 
copiers have highly 

charged wires  
Which 

charge the drum  
Which 

Ionizes the air 
Which 

Creates Ozone i.e. O3

And 
As the EPA tried to warn us (before lobbyists silenced them) 

OLD TECHNOLOGY 
COPIERS RELEASE

THAN OUR INDUSTRY 
WANTS YOU TO BELIEVE

16 – 33 
TIMES MORE O3



 
SO, WHERE DID XEROX’S 5 MINUTE MYTH COME FROM? 
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Industry Promoted “Half Life” Fallacy

Answer: A German “for profit corporation’s” “Blue Angel” test, where;

A. They put a copier in an O3 free chamber. 

B. They run it for 10 minutes all the while pumping 
O3 free air into the chamber. 

C. They continue to pump O3 free air into the 
chamber after the copier shuts down – and then… 

D. They declare that ozone’s “half-life” is 5 minutes… 
i.e. the time it takes for readings in the chamber to 
drop in half i.e. as they pump O3 free air into it!

Sorry – ozone did not travel from Fort McMurray to kill 
people in Connecticut in minutes! Our industry lies! 

Ft. McMurray fires cause air pollution spike on the other side of the continent 
-Margo McDiarmid – CBC News – Sept. 26/2017



AND WHY ARE TEACHERS AT RISK?
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WARNING 
Emissions are still climbing 

 @ 10 minutes (in “Blue Angel” tests).

RAL.UZ.122 “Blue Angel”* test graph 
*An independent for profit testing company

ANSWER 
Our Industry only tests new copiers; 
• New copiers (with new ozone filters). 
• Only runs tests for 10 minutes.  

Meanwhile EPA field tests show; 
• Ozone emissions can be 33 times higher 

then what is reported. 

And Why: 
• Because ozone filters fill with paper dust.

Recommend maximum 1.5mg/hr

33 times higher!

WHICH IS WHY 
EPA tests also show higher levels also return in just a  

few weeks after service.



AND WHY SHOULD THEIR CANADIAN FEDERAL COUNTERPARTS BE 
CONCERNED?

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE 1.5 mg/h

Instead of asking for ozone free 
copiers as are available today. 

Shared Services Canada 
awarded three vendors whose 

products release O3 at our 
industry’s maximum allowable, 
i.e. a standard that was set by 

our industry not by science.

Bizhub 458: 
Ozone Emission Rate (mg/h)     1.5 

Bizhub 558: 
Ozone Emission Rate (mg/h)     1.5 

Bizhub 654: 
Ozone Emission Rate (mg/h)   <1.5 

Bizhub C458: 
Ozone Emission Rate (mg/h)     1.5 

Bizhub C558: 
Ozone Emission Rate (mg/h)     1.5

Downloaded June 10/2019 from Federal 
Government Website
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I.e. An emission level that EPA tests have 
proven can be 16-33 times understated if 
customers source old technology copiers!
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 SO, WILL SMALL AMOUNTS OF OZONE KILL YOU?  

NOT IMMEDIATELY – BUT WHEN 
3 PPB (6µg/m3) more exposure over 10 years 
indoors can make your lungs look like you’ve 
smoked a pack a day for 29 years…

EXERTION AT HIGHER LEVELS 
I.e. like those 30 - 50µg/m3 exposures 
outdoors are enough to knock you off 
assuming lung cancer does not get you first.

Coronavirus aside 
We hope you agree - it’s insanity 

To keep adding copier products that release more  O3  
into the workplace.

Environmental Justice Report Aug. 14/2019 
(See slide 13 for details) 



AND…  ARE OUR CHILDREN SAFE?

“20 – 25% of all children’s asthma attacks happen in the first 
weeks of September, when children go back to school!” 
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Apparently Not! 
  

After a summer of playing outdoors:

 - Dr. Robert Oliphant, Pres. & CEO  - Asthma Society of Canada Sept. 24/2014



AND WHY ARE CHILDREN AT RISK? 
(If their school still has old technology copiers)

20-25% of all children’s asthma 
attacks happen in the first weeks of 

September – when children go back to 
school.
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Resistance lowered indoors results in 
higher reaction rates outdoors. 
                - Canadian Centre for Health and Safety  

"Exposure to extremely low (ozone) 
concentrations indoors, increases the 

reactivity of airways to other substances".  
             - Canadian Centre for Health and Safety  

-Asthma Society of Canada – Sept. 24/2014



SO…  ADD VENTILATION YOU SAY!

• Older schools (and government offices) have asbestos that cannot 
be disturbed. 

• Newer schools (and government offices) with false ceilings pump 
air from one room to the next.
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SORRY – IT’S NOT THAT SIMPLE!

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiI9KucgP3KAhVMmoMKHfZaAJwQjRwIBw&url=http://facilityexecutive.com/2014/12/wasting-time-making-copies/&psig=AFQjCNFVkj5jv7jPNHPcLrgSuk8LOsS4-w&ust=1455736762495646
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SO EXPLAIN THE PROBLEM AGAIN

Old technology copiers  
use high voltage corotron  

wire charging 
(6000 – 8000 volts)

High voltages split the O2 molecule 

O + O2 = O3 

Filters fill with paper dust 
   And emissions can be 16-33 times higher

Shared Services Canada were warned



BUT THE EPA SAYS WE’RE SAFE @ 150µg/m3

Sorry: Huge political forces (lobbying lobbying lobbying) 
distort and downplay the truth about pollution.

The Obama Administration tried to lower it significantly – but Republicans  
in congress overruled him. – Sound familiar? 

EPA ozone designations raise  
concerns of political influence 

Gavin Bade – May 1/2018

Take the EPA’s outdoor standard for ozone at 150µg/m3 (now 140µg/m3)
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The World Health notes “significant increases in mortality” at…     50µg/m3 
The American Lung Assoc. sued the EPA citing increased mortality at…      30µg/m3 
David Suzuki says – “There is no safe level”…         0µg/m3

SORRY – see slide 12
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STOP FOR A MOMENT –  
CHECK THE DATES ON ALL THE ARTICLES REFERENCED

• The word ozone is only now showing up in 
North American print – E.g. Aug. 14/2019 

• In England – they figured it out in 2008 and 
give kids ozone strips to measure it on their 
way to school – they know what kills them. 

• In Canada; 
▪ It only got out into print (by accident) in 

Margo McDiarmid’s Sept. 26/2017 piece 
about Fort McMurray fires. 

▪ And again on Tues Sept. 10/2019 Toronto 
Star’s article about smog and then only 
on page 8.

But ever so slowly – the word is getting out on this side of the planet! 
“O3 was the only pollutant associated with an additional decline in lung function.” 

CNN – Wed. Aug. 14/2019 
“Exposure to polluted air is like smoking a pack a day”

Cleaner air, healthier schools,  
happier children  

May 23/2013 – Captain Carbon
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DEMAND 
“New Technology” Copiers  

that use “direct contact”  
low voltage charging 

(250 volts) 
That does not split O2!

Kyocera long life drums 
are patent protected

So – why doesn’t everyone switch? 

• Drums wear out with “direct contact” charging. 
• Not all manufacturers have the technology.

AND THE SOLUTION 
TO THE INDOOR OZONE COPIER PROBLEM?
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• They released a tender for new copier products on July 7/2016! 
• They awarded the tender almost 3 years later on May 10/2019. 
• They allowed Xerox lobbyists to make almost 100 visits. 
• They ignored the proof sources provided that proved; 

A. How old technology copiers could release 16-33 times 
    more ozone than our industry claims. 

 B. How dangerous even small exposures over long periods 
      indoors could be.

SO – WHAT HAS SHARED SERVICE CANADA DONE?

• They chose to accept highly questionable testing 3rd 
party protocols for ozone emissions and to ignore the 
EPA proofs provided.

INSTEAD
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Ricoh 
Who appear to have corrected the problem of O3 emissions on 
some of their equipment. 

Konia Minolta 
Who appear to have yet to correct the problem on most of their 
equipment. 

Xerox 
Whose very existence is in question at this time given that no 
one knows whose products (if any) they might be selling in a 
years time.

AND WHICH COMPANIES WERE AWARDED? 
BY SHARED SERVICES CANADA?



AND  WHAT ABOUT XEROX?
• In 2001 Xerox management were caught in a $6 billion dollar fraud. 
• To save the company, management sold controlling interest in Fuji-

Xerox the consortium that manufactured Xerox’s new product. 
• To gain profitability, they then commenced selling remanufactured 

products as “new models”. I.e. “New Models” that released ozone.

• In 2008, the World Health released a 10 year study that 
unequivocally declared that ozone was the #1 killer. 

• By 2012 (when we learned about the problem) some in our 
industry had already made technological changes to eliminate O3. 

• Xerox however, continued to sell used products (that released O3) 
as “new models” up until about 2018 when… 

• Xerox’s CEO Jeff Jacobson convinced the board to sell the 
company to Fuji @ $32.00 per share only to be stopped by… 

• Carl Icahn a major investor – objected – telling the board they must 
fire Jacobson and get a higher price for the shares. 

• A new CEO was hired but when the board was informed of facts 
(about which they did not know) they told Jacobson to sell ASAP.
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• Carl then called in the lawyers and Jacobson and the board quit. 
• Fuji and other investors sued and Xerox then sold its remaining shares in their 

supplier of their new products i.e. Fuji-Xerox to Fuji. 
• Next on Mr. Icahn’s agenda was the hostile takeover of HP – a takeover that HP 

executives have resisted and industry insiders have said was impossible. 
• And then came the COVID-19 problems and Xerox shares crashed – forcing 

management to withdraw their hostile bid.

SO WHAT NOW FOLKS? 
Whose product will Xerox of Canada be selling into our Federal Government – 

 i.e. assuming they even have a product to sell in future? 
As noted – Xerox’s Board of Directors quit – when they got the facts.



AND  WHAT ARE WE AT 4 OFFICE ASKING FOR?

As the only 100% independent Canadian (i.e. not foreign controlled marketing arm) 
supplier of multifunctional copiers to our Federal Government, we have had a long history 
of meeting their needs. 
All we are asking, is for the current Standing Agreement (expires March 31) to be 
extended so that all vendors can compete and all deputy ministers can make decisions 
that are in the best interest of their staffs.
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Special Note: Since May 10/2019 Shared Services has reported to 3 Ministers 
1. The Hon. Carla Qualtrough 
 We wrote to her re Solicitation 10047402/F&G on June 20/2019  
                  – her deputy passed our brief on to Mr. Paul Glover of Shared Services Canada  
                     who declined to comment 
2. The Hon. Anita Anand 
 We wrote this short lived minister on December 23, 2019 
 We did not hear back from her or her deputy 
3. The Hon. Joyce Murray 

 We wrote to Miss Murray on March 4/2020 
 We have not heard from Miss Murray or her deputy

If you are reading this brief online @ www.4office.ca/ozoneandontarioschools then we hope 
you recognize that we are prepared to fight to see the truth at last emerge. 

Please tell you friends 
 


